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Unified Modeling and Control of Walking and
Running on the Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum
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Abstract—This paper addresses the control of steady state and
transition behaviors for the bipedal spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP) model. We present an event-driven control approach
that enables the realization of active running, walking, and walk–
run transitions in a unified framework. The synthesis of the controlled behaviors is illustrated by the notion of hybrid automaton
in which different gaits are generated as the sequential composition of SLIP’s primary phases of motion. We also propose a
novel analytical approximate solution to the otherwise nonintegrable double-stance dynamics of the SLIP model. The analytical
simplicity of the solution is utilized in the design and analysis of
dynamic walking gaits suitable for online implementation. The
accuracy of the approximate solution and its influence on the stability properties of the controlled system are carefully analyzed.
Finally, we present two simulation examples. The first demonstrates the practicality of the proposed control strategy in creating human-like gaits and gait transitions. In the second example, we use the controlled SLIP as a planner for the control of a
multibody bipedal robot model, and embed SLIP-like behaviors
into a physics-based robot simulation model. The results corroborate both the practical utility and effectiveness of the proposed
approach.
Index Terms—Double-stance dynamics, legged robots, motion
planning and control, spring-mass walking, walk–run transitions.

I. INTRODUCTION
EGGED animals still outperform man-made locomotory
systems equipped with wheels or tracks when it comes
to traversing rough and unstructured terrain [1]. This has captured the interest of researchers and engineers in the field of
biomechanics and robotics to analyze and design legged systems that are inspired by or mimick nature. Despite significant
improvements achieved, there is still much to be done to match
the flexibility, agility, and robustness of many land animals
and humans. The astonishing specialization, complexity, and
performance of the animals’ body and brain challenges the
current man-made legged morphologies [2].
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Legged locomotion in unstructured terrain is a complex task
to be implemented in a system with complex dynamics. To design and analyze such systems, intuitive approaches inspired by
biology alone have shown limited success. A deep understanding of the underlying physical principles in locomotion, both
at the proprioception level and actuation, enhances the design
process, particularly when dynamical, efficient, dexterous, and
autonomous platforms are desired. To this end, abstract models capturing the essential characteristics of legged locomotion
(namely phase switching) have been established: the inverted
pendulum model for walking [3] and the spring-mass model,
also referred to as the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP),
for running [4].
Early biomechanical studies [4]–[7] revealed that the SLIP
accurately models the center of mass (CoM) dynamics of animals and humans when hopping and running in the sagittal
plane. This was observed for a wide range of animals of varying
size, as diverse as bipeds, quadrupeds, and animals with more
legs, such as cockroaches. In parallel, promising results gained
from the design of Raibert’s hoppers [8] based on the intuitive
exploitation of the SLIP dynamics led to increasing attention
in the field of dynamic locomotion. In consequence, a number
of successful designs based on this instrumental abstract model
were made, most notably the ARL monopods [9], [10], the bow
leg hopping robot [11], RHex [12] and its modified versions,
BigDog [13], and ATRIAS [14].
Recently, the utility of the spring-mass models was expanded
in [15] to represent the walking gait as well. The proposed
model consists of a pair of SLIPs forming a bipedal model,
which we refer to as the bipedal SLIP. It is shown in [15] that
the bipedal SLIP captures the behavioral properties of walking better than the classical inverted pendulum. Additionally,
it enables the study of walking and running, the two gaits
most commonly used by humans, on the same basis (see, for
example, [15]–[17]). Subsequent studies [18], [19] describing the robot dynamics by the bipedal SLIP have reinforced
the relevance of this simple model in the design of walking
robots.
A number of studies addressing the control of dynamic legged
locomotion have used the SLIP as a template [2] for real
robots [20]–[25], demonstrating the benefit of the SLIP models,
even for legged robots with no SLIP-like morphologies. The
general idea is to control the actuated degrees of freedom (DoF)
of the real (high dimensional) robot in such a way that it behaves
like the template (lower dimensional) model. This can enforce
the real robot to mimic the template CoM motion [23], or may
utilize the template as a target (i.e., the hybrid zero dynamics [26]) for asymptotic behavior of the real robot [20]. In both
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touchdown (ta − P r ), the touchdown to bottom (bt P r ), the bottom
+
to liftoff (lb P r ), and the liftoff to apex (al P r ). The ARM (5)
therefore takes the following form:

+
(6)
za + = al P r ◦ lb P r ◦ bt P r ◦ ta − P r (za − ).
For the walking gait, we take the Poincaré section at
VLO [16]. Following a similar process as for running, the
transversal Σw ⊂ R3 to the orbit Γw is defined, and the VLO
return map (VRM) P w : Σw → Σw defines a mapping between
two subsequent VLO states in Σw
Fig. 3.
gait.

Abstract view of the Poincaré section taken at apex for the running

zv + = P w (zv − )

(7)

w

Finally, the system states at any particular event take the following form:
Sevent .
Table I details all the notation that can be used in the possible
combinations of these symbols. For instance, SSw
bv denotes the
SS phase before VLO in the walking gait, and Grl denotes the
transition guard due to the liftoff event in the running gait.
Following the definition of the hybrid automaton, a number of reset maps are defined as follows. Whenever the system
transitions to SS or DS mode, the leg(s) stiffness is set to the
value commanded by a controller; at the touchdown instant, the
toe position is reset such that the fully stretched leg makes an
angle with the horizontal corresponding to the touchdown angle.
The control system also updates the touchdown angle in each
cycle once needed.
C. Return Maps
The Poincaré map is a commonly used tool for the analysis
of periodic systems, such as the SLIP model in walking and
running, which reduces the dimension of the system state via a
discrete task-space abstraction in the Poincaré section. For the
running gait, we take the Poincaré section at apex [30] by defining the transversal Σr to the orbit Γr (see Fig. 3). The reduced
system state at this section (za ) contains only two variables
T

za = ẋa ya , za ∈ Σr ⊂ R2 .
(4)
We do not include the CoM horizontal position (xa ) in za because it has no influence on the system dynamics at the Poincaré
section from one return to another, when traversing a flat surface; however, we do keep track of it within each locomotion
step because of the toes’ position and the transition guards.
Moreover, the definition of the apex point requires ẏa = 0. Note
that the dimension of Σr can be further reduced to one, if the
total energy is conserved. However, we keep it in the general form (two dimensional) to avoid confusion in nonenergy
conservative cases, such as active gaits.
Accordingly, the apex return map (ARM) P r : Σr → Σr gives
a mapping between two subsequent apex states in Σr as
za + = P r (za − ).

(5)

Following the definition of the phases in Fig. 1(b), the ARM can
be constructed by composing four subsequent maps: the apex to

where the VLO state in Σ takes the form
T

zv = ẋv yv ẏv , zv ∈ Σw .

(8)

Here, the definition of the VLO state already implies the horizontal position (xv ). The VRM is the composition of four maps:
the VLO to touchdown (tv − P w ), the touchdown to virtual bottom (b̃t P w ), the virtual bottom to liftoff (lb̃ P w ), and the liftoff
+

to VLO (vl P w ), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a)
+

zv + = (vl P w ◦ lb̃ P w ◦ b̃t P w ◦

t
w
v − P )(zv − ).

(9)

The ARM and VRM, formulated in (6) and (9), are effective
representations for the SLIP dynamics in running and walking
that can be utilized for the stability and control purposes.
III. ANALYTICAL MAPS
Toward the design of controllers that are computationally
efficient for online implementation, in this section, we seek
analytical time solutions to the SLIP dynamics, allowing the
construction of the ARM and VRM. As will be shown for the
stance phases, this can be constituted only in approximate forms.
Therefore, a characterization of the propagated errors due to
approximations is also presented.
A. Flight Map
Integrating the flight dynamics expressed by (1) results in
the following well-known expressions for the movement of the
CoM:
   

  
ẋ0 t + x0
x
ẋ
ẋ0
,
=
(10)
=
y
−gt + ẏ0
ẏ
−gt2 /2 + ẏ0 t + y0
where (·)0 denotes the initial value at time t = 0. The submaps
t
r
a+ r
a − P and l P can be determined using (10).
B. Single-Stance Map
The simplicity of the physical structure of the SLIP model
seemingly suggests that deriving a closed-form solution to its
dynamics in the stance phases is simple as well. However, such
an analytical solution has remained an open problem to date.
It has been shown that the mentioned dynamics under the influence of gravity are nonintegrable [31], [32]. Lacking such
a closed-form representation has limited the use of functional
analysis tools, which could be instrumental in the design of
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dexterous and dynamic legged robots. If an arbitrarily close approximation to the exact solution of the SLIP dynamics is to
be predicted, then the common approach is through relatively
extensive forward-in-time numerical integrations (e.g., [33]–
[35]), where the tradeoff between precision and computational
complexity plays an important role. As such, precise numerical
approximations might not be suitable for online implementation. Moreover, the numerical nature of such solutions precludes
the possibility of deriving a closed-form expression for the
associated Jacobian matrix.
Nevertheless, several alternatives aiming at finding an accurate analytical approximation to the SLIP dynamics in the SS
phase have been proposed [36]–[40], which rely on simplified
and linearized dynamic models. The approximation presented
in [37] ignores the effect of gravity in stance, something that can
hardly be fulfilled in reality. Geyer et al. [38] proposed a simple
solution, in terms of elementary functions, that approximates the
ARM without the need for an iterative process. The simplicity
of the solution is such that it can further be used to investigate the stability of ARMs in some special situations. Although
the method takes into account a linearized effect of gravity in the
force balance equations, it presumes the conservation of angular
momentum, an assumption that can significantly be violated in
nonsymmetric gaits2 due to gravity. Using an iterative algorithm
based on the mean-value theorem, Schwind and Koditschek [36]
proposed another noteworthy approximation. The main characteristic of their method is its iterative form, in the sense that at
least two iterations are required in order to meet a minimal accuracy threshold. Although the quality of the results increasingly
improves with each iteration, the mathematical complexity of
the resulting solution negatively affects the utility of the method
for further usage, such as stability analysis.
Inspired by this work, Arslan et al. [41] expanded the
Geyer et al. method by adding a gravity correction-based iteration, forming a two-step iterative solution. The method has
been further expanded in [42] to handle energy-dissipative elements and the results have been experimentally validated in [43]
recently. Subsequent controller designs [42], [44], [45] carried
out using this approximation have shown promising results.
Recently, based on the perturbation theory, another solution
has been proposed in [40]. The method assumes the angular
momentum as a conserved quantity in the radial motion as in
the Geyer et al. method. However, for the angular motion, the
effect of gravitational torque is included leading to a varying
angular momentum. The resulting equations are then solved
using standard perturbation techniques.
We have found that, among the methods addressed above, the
Geyer et al. method with the Arslan et al. extension suits our
scheme. The novel DS approximate map presented in this paper
finds its origin in these works. The reminder of this section
briefly presents them.
1) Approximate Single-Stance Map by Geyer et al.: In [38],
Geyer et al. derived a simple solution to the stance phase of
the SLIP hopper. The approximation relies on two assumptions:
1) the angle swept during the stance (Δθ) is sufficiently small,
2 In

a symmetric gait, the trajectory is symmetric with respect to the VLO.
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and the stance phase is predominantly vertical (i.e., sin θ ≈ 1);
and 2) the compression of the leg is much smaller than its rest
length. Combined with further simplifications detailed in [38],
the following expressions for the radial and angular motions of
the CoM in polar coordinates (r, θ) are derived3 :
r(t) =

f
+ λ1 sin ω̂0 t + λ2 cos ω̂0 t
ω̂02

θ(t) =

2g/l0 + ω02 + ω 2
ωt
ω̂02
+

(11)

2ω
(λ1 cos ω̂0 t − λ2 sin ω̂0 t) + λ3
l0 ω̂0

where ω̂02 = ω02 + 3ω 2 , f = −g + l0 ω02 + 4l0 ω 2 , ω = p/
(ml0 2 ), and ω02 = k/m with p = mr2 θ̇ being the angular momentum of mass m around the toe conserved during motion,
which can be substituted by the known angular momentum at
the initial condition p0 = mr02 θ̇0 . Finally, λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 are
constant values determined by the initial conditions. This approximate solution is valid for any pair of initial and final conditions within the SS phase, including the touchdown and liftoff
points.
2) Gravity Correction Scheme by Arslan et al.: The abovepresented method fails when the stance trajectory is nonsymmetric because, in this case, the average angular momentum
due to gravity is nonzero, thereby the total angular momentum can no longer be assumed conserved. Motivated by this,
Arslan et al. [41] have incorporated an average effect of gravity on the angular momentum, which can be approximately
modeled as
te
(12)
p̄g = − mgr̄(cos θ0 + cos θe )
2
where subscript “e” stands for the end state, and r̄ is the approximated average leg length that can be obtained using (11)

1 te
r(t) dt
r̄ =
te 0
(13)
1
f
(λ1 − λ1 cos ω̂0 te + λ2 sin ω̂0 te ).
= 2 +
ω̂0
ω̂0 te
Now, the gravity correction term p̄g is added to the original
angular momentum p0 to yield the updated angular momentum
p̂ = p0 + p̄g .

(14)

Finally, p̂ replaces p0 in all corresponding derivations, which
gives a two-iteration form to the solution.
The presented method effectively establishes an analytical
solution to the SS dynamics of the SLIP from any initial to
+
any final state. The maps bt P r , lb P r , tv − P w , and vl P w can be
constructed accordingly.
C. Double-Stance Map
In this section, we introduce an approximate time solution
to the DS dynamics of SLIP. We define an auxiliary system
referred to as the axial-torsional SLIP (AT-SLIP) (see Fig. 4),
3 The

instant of the initial condition is defined as t = 0.
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2) Axial-Torsional Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum Dynamics Approximation: In the absence of the torsional spring,
the AT-SLIP model would be identical to the original SLIP in
SS phase, for which approximate time solutions were reported
in Section III-B. All that is needed to complete the time solution
of the AT-SLIP dynamics is to find a way to include the effect of
the torsional spring, which is present on the angular momentum
of the system. We model this effect as
 te

(26)
k̄t φ0 − φ(t) dt
pt =
0

where the integrand is the torque generated by the torsional
spring. Substituting φ(t) from (11)4 and computing the integral
symbolically yields

2 g/¯lr 0 + ω02 + ω 2 2 λ3 − φ0
te
te +
pt = − k̄t ω
2 hatω02
ω
(27)

2
+ ¯ 2 (λ1 sin ω̂0 te − λ2 (1 − cos ω̂0 te )) .
lr 0 ω̂0
Now, if one adds pt to the updated angular momentum formulated in (14)
p̂ = p0 + p̄g + pt

(28)

and updates all the corresponding derivations accordingly, an
approximate solution for the AT-SLIP dynamics is established.
This result can also be considered as an approximate time
solution of the DS dynamics of the SLIP.
It should be noticed that although using the two-iteration
scheme presented above enables us to include the effects of
gravity and torsional spring, it causes a loss of continuity of
the angular momentum at the start point. More specifically, the
angular momentum at the start point is different from what is
assigned by the initial condition. However, the difference is so
small in the sense of approximation, and it can be safely ignored
in practice.
3) Overview of the Double-Stance Map Approximation: To
implement the approximation proposed in the previous section,
it is sufficient to follow Algorithm 1, which describes the required steps in detail. This algorithm establishes a mapping between any start and end state in the DS phase of the SLIP model.
The maps b̃t P w and lb̃ P w can be constructed accordingly.
D. Characterization of Approximation Errors
Since the class of controllers presented in the next section is
based on the presented approximations, it is important to understand the magnitude of the errors due to approximations. To do
so, we consider a sufficiently wide range of initial conditions
and system parameters and compare the “exact” (numerical)
solutions (ground truth data) to those obtained using the approximate maps. It is sufficient to analyze the approximation
error in the walking gait since it encompasses both the SS and
DS phases. See [28] for a detailed error analysis of the DS phase
alone.
4 Here φ(t) replaces θ(t) due to the different notation for the AT-SLIP system.
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Algorithm 1: Approximate solution for the DS dynamics
of the bipedal SLIP model.
Inputs: Initial condition, te , c
1) compute leq using (18)
2) compute yeq using (19)
3) compute k̄r using (23)
4) compute ¯lr 0 using (24)
5) compute k̄t using (25)
6) φ0 ← π/2
7) apply transformation from Cartesian to polar
coordinates
8) ω0 ← k̄r /m
9) p0 ← mr02 φ̇0
10) ω ← p0 /(m¯lr20 )
11) ω̂0 ← ω02 + 3ω 2
12) F ← −g + ¯lr 0 ω02 + 4¯lr 0 ω 2
13) compute λ1 , λ2 and λ3 using the initial condition
14) compute r̄ using (13)
15) compute p̄g using (12)
16) compute pt using (27)
17) compute p̂ using (28)
18) p0 ← p̂
19) redo steps (10)–(13)
20) compute r(t), φ(t) using (11)
21) apply transformation from polar to Cartesian
coordinates
Output: Approximate CoM trajectory in DS.
TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND INITIAL CONDITIONS USED IN SIMULATION
k 0 (kN/m )
[10, 25]

α w (degree)

ẋ v (m /s)

y v (m )

[60 ◦ , 80 ◦ ]

[0.5, 2]

[l 0 sin α , l 0 ]

During the analysis, four dimensions are spanned: the initial
horizontal velocity at VLO (ẋv ), the initial height at VLO (yv ),
the legs’ stiffness (k0 ), and the touchdown angle (αw ). Table II
shows the space of the varying parameters.
Without loss of generality, we set m = 80 kg, g = 9.81 m/s2 ,
and l0 = 1 m in accordance with average human data, and limit
the analysis to initial conditions with the vertical velocity at
VLO (ẏv ) equal to zero. A trial is considered valid if 1) the
system completes one walking step, and 2) it would be possible
for the system to further touch down for the subsequent step. To
satisfy the first condition, simulations in which the system leaves
the ground (i.e., switching to an F phase), or when the CoM hits
the ground or moves backward are excluded. Concerning the
second condition, let Em in denote the minimum amount of the
total mechanical energy at VLO required to make the subsequent
touchdown
Em in = mgl0 sin αw + 1/2 k0 l02 (1 − sin αw )2 .

(29)

Then, the total mechanical energy as a function of the spanned
variables E(k0 , αw , ẋv , yv ) should satisfy the following
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TABLE III
VRM APPROXIMATION ERROR
mean

sd

max

1.0
1.7

1.4
2.6

18.0
32.7

ev
Ev

property:
E(k0 , αw , ẋv , yv ) ≥ Emin .

(30)

A total number of 5442 simulations (i.e., valid runs) satisfied
these conditions. To quantify the prediction error in position,
we use the following error measure expressed as a percentage:
e = 100

||ξtrue − ξapprox ||2
||ξtrue ||2

(31)

where ξ is the CoM position in relationship to Cartesian coordinates (x, y). To measure the errors in the CoM velocity, to
avoid division by zero due to normalization, we define another
measure
||ηtrue − ηapprox ||2
(32)
E = 100
(||ηtrue ||2 )max − (||ηtrue ||2 )m in
where η is the CoM velocity. We evaluate the mean, standard
deviation, and maximum value of these measures at the first
return to the Poincaré section (i.e., at the next VLO), as reported
in Table III. The position calculated using the approximate maps
is sufficiently accurate and the velocity error remains within a
small range.
Furthermore, a meaningful correlation between the fixed
points of Poincaré map and the prediction accuracy of our approximate map can be observed. Define dv to be a measure of
the normalized distance between two subsequent returns at the
Poincaré section5

 

 yv + − yv −   ẋv + − ẋv − 



.
dv = 
(33)
+

yv −
ẋv −
Fig. 5 depicts the prediction errors ev and Ev as functions of
dv . For each bin, the number of valid runs is shown to indicate
which values are more likely to happen. A small value of dv
indicates that the system state at the Poincaré section is close to
a fixed point. It can be seen in the figure that, in this situation,
the approximation error is small too, meaning that the prediction
is more accurate when the system state converges to the fixed
points, which are of particular importance in most cases.
IV. APPLICATION TO GAIT CONTROL
In this section, we develop a class of controllers, relying
on the presented analytical maps, that realize active gaits and
gait transitions. In all the considered applications, the control
system adjusts the legs’ stiffness to inject the required energy necessary for achieving desired locomotion properties. To
use the analytical maps derived in the previous section, we
5 Note that the conservation of the total energy dictates ( ẏ
v + − ẏ v − ) → 0,
if dv → 0.

Fig. 5. Correlation between the system states at Poincaré section and the
accuracy of the approximate VRM.

limit the variation of the leg compliance to discrete jumps,
making the leg stiffness piecewise constant. Accordingly, every node in Fig. 2 that corresponds to stance phases has a
constant stiffness that is reset when switching between the
nodes. Once needed, the control system also modulates the
touchdown angle to govern the interchange between kinetic
and potential energy. Following this approach, which is sometimes (loosely) referred to as deadbeat control6 [47], in the rest
of this section, we synthesize controllers by realizing active
walking, running, and its transitions. We then present a stability analysis and discuss the effect of approximations in this
regard.
A. Active Running
The goal is to synthesize a controller that takes the given
system state at a Poincaré section (za − ) to the desired state at
the next return (za∗+ ). To do so, a controller 1) assigns different
r
r
and ksd
, respecstiffnesses for SSrsc and SSrsd , denoted by ksc
tively, and 2) adjusts the touchdown angle (αr ), which is used
in the reset map upon the execution of the guard Grt . The resulting controller is used once per step at apex where Gra fires.
To complete the design of this controller, we further impose a
constraint motivated by biological observations. From the experimental results reported in [48], it can be seen that during
running the ratio of the maximum leg length change to the rest
length is almost the same (≈ 0.1) across all participants and
all running speeds, suggesting the following constraint on the
spring length at the bottom state:
rb = σ ◦ Sb = 0.9l0

(34)

6 For a feasibility analysis of deadbeat control in the context of the SLIP
hopper, see [46].
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with σ being a projection operator. Now, we define the error
equations as
T

za∗+ − P r (za − ) = e1 e2
(35)
0.9l0 − rb = e3
where
P r (·) =



a+
l

P r ◦ lb P r ◦ bt P r ◦

t
r
a− P


(·)

and ei ∈ R, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} being the corresponding errors. The
T
r
r
ksd
αr ] are then the solution of the
control inputs u = [ ksc
following optimization problem:

ρi e2i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
(36)
u = arg min
i

where ρi ∈ R, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are weights of the corresponding
criteria. They additionally normalize different terms of the cost
function. In the simulation study reported later, we have set all
the weights equal to one.
It is clear that the control inputs are bounded (i.e., the stiffness cannot take negative values, and the touchdown angle is
between 0◦ and 90◦ ). These requirements can either be formulated as constraints imposed to the optimization problem (36)
or their undesired values can be penalized by some additional
terms in the cost function. We use the latter option, as it gives
more flexibility in the choice of the available optimization tools.
Moreover, typical of nonlinear optimization problems, no guarantee for the existence or optimality of the solution can be given.
However, our numerical investigations reveal a large domain of
validity for the resulting solutions.
It has to be noted that a simplified approach for realizing acr
tive running can be found in the literature [40], [49], where ksc
r
is manually chosen before executing the controller. Then, ksd
is derived from the difference between the total energy of the
system at current apex and the desired total energy at the subsequent apex. Next, the ARM is used to derive αr numerically.
Although this method is computationally simpler, preassigning
r
r
may lead to unfeasible values for ksd
, causing high discrete
ksc
jumps in the stiffness profile. In contrast, our method gives the
controller the flexibility to choose all the control inputs simultaneously. Moreover, we also impose the constraint (34) to the
maximum leg retraction, which reinforces the similarity with
biological evidence [48].
B. Active Walking
Producing active walking in the bipedal SLIP model is more
challenging than active running due to the additional complexity
imposed by the DS dynamics, and other constraints [50] on
the system state. Studies investigating varying speed walking
are mostly limited to intuitive approaches whereby the ankle
push-off and torso pitch are exploited to regulate the walking
speed [50]–[54]. The presence of feet (and thus ankles torque)
is a crucial element in most of the existing controlled limit cycle
walking models.
Since our bipedal SLIP is an abstract model without feet, in
the following, we seek a simple method that enables the system
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to produce, to some degree, an active walking gait, based on the
DS map introduced in this paper. Similarly to active running, we
focus on an adjustable stiffness scheme. While several events
can be chosen as the moment that either of the legs’ stiffness is
adjusted, we instantaneously adjust them at the virtual bottom
defined in Section II-A. In fact, we have devised the walking
hybrid automaton in Fig. 2 as the combination of four distinct
modes such that it is suitable for the purpose of control design.
In this sense, the virtual bottom event divides the DS phase of the
bipedal SLIP into the virtual compression and decompression
w
subphases denoted by DSw
sc and DSsd , respectively.
The control problem here is defined as follows: given the
VLO state at Poincaré section (zv − ), the legs’ stiffness and the
touchdown angle are adjusted in such a way that the system converges to the desired state at the subsequent return (zv∗ + ). Note
that several constraints influence the reachability set of zv∗ + . In
each walking cycle, irrespective of the phase being SS or DS,
the legs’ stiffness before the virtual bottom κ1 is distinguished
from that of after the virtual bottom κ2 . In other words,
w
w
kav
= ksc
= κ1

and

w
w
ksd
= kbv
= κ2 .

Following a similar process as for active running, we first
define the error equation as:
T

(37)
zv∗ + − P w (zv − ) = e1 e2 e3
where
P w (·) =



v+
l

P w ◦ lb̃ P w ◦ b̃t P w ◦

t
w
v− P


(·).

Then, we solve (36) for the walking control inputs
T
u = [ κ1 κ2 αw ] with ei , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, as defined in (37).
The feasibility of the numerical solution of the resulting optimization may become restricted in some situations. Therefore,
we also consider a modified control method that reduces the
computational complexity motivated by Kalveram et al. [49],
however, by constituting a relatively smaller domain of attraction. Given the system energy at VLO and the desired system
energy at the next VLO, the difference between these two is to
be compensated by the stiffness change at virtual bottom. This
yields the following relation between κ1 and κ2 :
κ2 =

μ4 + (μ3 − μ2 )κ1
μ3 − μ1

(38)

with
μ1 = (l0 − yv∗ + )2 ,

μ2 = (l0 − yv − )2

μ3 = (l0 − l )2 + (l0 − l )2



μ4 = m (ẋ∗v + )2 + (ẏv∗ + )2 − (ẋ2v − + ẏv2 − ) + 2g(yv∗ + − yv − )

where l and l are the front and rear leg’s length at virtual bottom, respectively. Now by presuming a reasonable value for κ1
(e.g., κ1 ≈ k0 ), the value of κ2 can be immediately obtained
using (38). Subsequently, the only remaining control parameter,
u = αw , is obtained by solving the optimization problem (36)
with ei , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, as defined in (37). A quantitative demonstration of the method will be given in the simulations presented
in the next sections.
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Fig. 9. Effect of approximation on the domain of attraction for the proposed walking controller. The gray crosses indicate where the controller fails to
stabilize the equilibrium.
Fig. 8. Self-stable basin of attraction of the intended set of equilibria depicted
by the black line.

an equilibrium point is stable. We identified the self-stable
T
basin of attraction of the equilibrium z̄v = [ 0.9818 m 0 E ]
with E ∈ [ 822.06 J 827.62 J ], by following the steps-to-fall
approach,8 as shown in Fig. 8.
We shall now identify the basin of attraction for the onestep deadbeat stabilization of the same equilibrium in the
active SLIP walking, with the control policy following the
modified method presented in Section IV-B. In doing so,
we integrate the “exact” return map backward-in-time starting from the initial condition that coincides with the equilibT
rium (z̄v = [ 0.9818 m 0 826 J ] ), while spanning the control parameters κ2 ∈ [ 0.5k0 1.5k0 ] and αw ∈ [ 0◦ 90◦ ]. We
repeat the same computation by using the introduced approximate map and construct a lookup table for the control inputs
T
u = [ κ2 αw ] accordingly. Now for the initial states belonging to the domain of attraction, we shall check to what extent
the resulting state is inside the self-stable domain, if the control
parameters of the approximate solution are used. Let P zin be
the corresponding relative percentage, calculated accordingly.
Fig. 9 illustrates the obtained results. As can be seen, by inw
creasing the lower bound of the touchdown angle (αm
in ), which
increases the validity domain of our approximations according
to assumption (16), one can obtain larger P zin so that for a
w
◦
certain lower bound (αm
in = 70.8 ) P zin reaches 100%. This
means that the walking controller based on our approximate solution succeeds in stabilizing all the Poincaré states belonging
to the domain of attraction, provided that the touchdown angle
is bounded from below to that particular value. Although the
approximate nature of the controller precludes the possibility of
exact pinpointing, the state is brought to the self-stable domain
such that yv and φv converge to the equilibrium and vv con8 The minimum number of steps is set to 50. Also, note that the given specific
value of vertical position at VLO, i.e., y v = 0.9818 m, was selected based on
legacy.

verges to a constant value in the domain [ 1.11 m/s 1.17 m/s ].
A similar numerical analysis can be performed for other equilibrium points representing human-like walking.
V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate the utility of the proposed
framework in simulation. In a first example, we consider a locomotion scenario that humans usually follow to speed up and
slow down. A second example is provided to explore one possibility of using the obtained controlled SLIP model as target
dynamics for the control of a multibody walking robot.
The simulations were carried out in Python 2.7, and the results were plotted in Matplotlib 1.3. All the optimizations and
implicit equations involved in the control calculations, including those that govern the transition guards, were solved using
the scipy.optimize.root function.
A. Example I: Human-Like Motions on the Controlled
Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum
According to Fig. 10, the SLIP model starts walking with an
initial condition close to (but not necessarily belong to) a passive
limit cycle with the average (per-stride) locomotion speed of
x̄˙ = 1.17 m/s up to the time twr = 0.8 s. The modified walking
controller proposed in Section IV-B guides the system in this
phase. At the first step after twr , the WRT controller is activated.
wr
wr
and ksd
that lead to the WRT, as
The control parameters ksc
proposed in Section IV-C1, are computed, and the transition
takes place according to the hybrid automaton introduced in
Fig. 2. The robot is then commanded to run with the average
acceleration of a = 1.05 m/s2 , while keeping the same height
as that of the walking gait (ya∗ = yv∗ = 0.98 m). The robot stops
accelerating at a certain instant and keeps a constant locomotion
speed of x̄˙ = 5 m/s for 1.5 s. Next, a decelerated run with the
same rate is considered. All the running phases are controlled
following the method described in Section IV-A. At the first
apex for which the horizontal velocity is less than the preferred
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TABLE IV
SYSTEM AND CONTROL PARAMETERS
System parameters:
Body mass
Gravity acceleration
Leg rest length
Initial condition:

m
g
l0

80
9.81
1

kg
m /s 2
m

ẋ at starting VLO
y at starting VLO
ẏ at starting VLO
Initial control parameters:

ẋ v
yv
ẏ v

1.1
0.98
0

m /s
m
m /s

Leg stiffness
Touchdown angle
WRT (See Fig. 6)

k0
αw

16.5
70

kN/m
degree

z a∗ = [ ẋ ∗a y a∗ ] = [ 0.6 1.6 ]
T
T
z v = [ ẋ v y v ẏ v ] = [ 1.101 0.9797 −0.0442 ]
T
[ α w k swc k swd ] T |WRT-stride = [ 71.94 16.50 16.50 ]
T
wr
wr T
[ k s c k s d ] = [ 9.860 48.51 ]
RWT (See Fig. 7)
T

z v∗ =
za =
[ αrw

T

[ ẋ ∗v y v∗ ẏ v∗ ] = [ 1.1 0.98 0 ]
T
T
[ ẋ a y a ] = [ 1.754 0.9766 ]
T
k sr cw k sr dw ] T = [ 71.53 66.97 18.35 ]
T

T

Fig. 11. Block diagram of the overall control system developed to reproduce
SLIP dynamics in a multibody robot. The superscript “∗” denotes the reference
value.

the decompression phase, which increases the system energy
level. Combined with the influence of the touchdown angle, this
shortens the decelerating part and prolongs the accelerating part
in each stance phase, which can be seen in the same figure. Consequently, the locomotion speed and the step length increase. In
contrast, for the decelerated run, the stiffness in the compression phase takes a larger value, resulting in smaller steps with
reduced speeds.
Energy-based analysis: There is a common way of defining
the walking and running gaits in biomechanics, which is related to dynamical characteristics: the involved fluctuations in
kinetic energy due to forward momentum and gravitational potential energy that are out-of-phase in walking and in-phase in
running [59]. This can be seen in Fig. 10(c) and (d) for the controlled system we developed in this study. Of particular interest
are the transition periods in which the shape of the mentioned
fluctuations before and after the transition are different in result
of the changes in the legs’ compliance and touchdown angle.
Effect of approximation: The magnitude of approximation
errors and its effect on the stability of the proposed controlled
system were studied in Sections III-D and IV-D, respectively.

As an example here, while the RWT controller is supposed to
T
T
take the system states to zv∗ = [ ẋ∗v yv∗ ẏv∗ ] = [ 1.1 0.98 0 ] ,
due to the mentioned errors, the system converges to zv =
T
[ 1.085 0.9807 −0.018 ] instead. If the controller was turned
OFF in the subsequent limit cycle walking, the system would
lose stability, although it could walk for a number of steps. The
active walking system, however, compensates for the mentioned
error so that the system can walk for an infinite number of steps.
B. Example II: Spring-Loaded Inverted Pendulum-Like
Motions in Multibody Robot Walking
We now present an example of application to bipedal walking
in which the controlled SLIP model is used as a planner for the
control of a multibody robot model. The problem of controlling
walking robots based on the bipedal SLIP model has been studied by taking a feedback linearization-based approach [23] and
optimization-based approaches [62], [63]. The method we follow in this section is inspired by Garofalo et al. [23]; however,
aimed at performing a maximal mapping between the real robot
and the SLIP model, we extend the previous results. Therefore,
we shall focus here on the specific contribution made, and refer
readers to consult [23] for the description of the model and the
detailed derivations of the equations of motion, contact model,
and control policy.
The considered robot model is the standard planar 5-DoF
biped robot with point feet, as depicted in Fig. 12. To have
an appropriate coordinate variable that can be shared between
the robot and its SLIP planner, we similarly use the relative
angle β defined between the horizontal and the line connecting the rear stance foot to the CoM (see Fig. 12). The trajectories planned by the SLIP model (namely the CoM position, velocity, and acceleration) are parameterized as functions of β. Further, the generated swing foot trajectories9 using
the virtual constraint ξ, as defined in [23, eq. (13)], are also
expressed as functions of β.
The structure of the overall control system is depicted in
Fig. 11. Continuous and event-driven signals are depicted in the
solid and dashed lines, respectively. The SLIP planner, which
uses the modified walking controller proposed in Section IV-B,
is invoked once per step at VLO. It provides the controller
with the CoM trajectories Xg , Ẋg , Ẍg , the next touchdown foot
position xf + , and the relative angle in the next touchdown and
liftoff events βt , βl . The latter two are used in the generation
of the swing foot trajectories. The controller unit performs the
following tasks:
1) the SLIP trajectory tracking by the robot’s CoM;
2) the swing foot reference trajectory tracking by satisfying
the virtual constraint ξ;
3) the trunk stabilization at the desired posture.
Different from the approach taken in [23], we instruct the
robot’s CoM to track the SLIP trajectories not only in the acceleration level, but also in the position and velocity levels, leading
9 For the swing foot reference trajectory, we use circular arcs for the sake
of demonstration. More sophisticated trajectories are available in the literature,
whose implementation is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
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robustness properties of the feedback linearization-based controllers have extensively been studied, and we therefore invite
interested readers to consult the relevant literature.

expressions complete the corresponding representations:
y
y
, θ2 (x, y) = arctan
θ1 (x, y) = arctan
x − c1
x − c2
(x − c1 )2 + y 2 , l2 (x, y) =


cos θi (x, y)
TSS i (x, y) =
, i ∈ {1, 2}
sin θi (x, y)


cos θ1 (x, y) cos θ2 (x, y)
TDS (x, y) =
sin θ1 (x, y) sin θ2 (x, y)
l1 (x, y) =

VI. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a unified framework for walking, running, and walk–run transitions on the bipedal SLIP. We have
shown that by assuming a piecewise constant profile for the
stiffness of the bipedal SLIP, together with the modulation of
the touchdown angle, one can synthesize controllers that create varying speed gaits and their transitions. Choosing different
stiffness for the spring compression and decompression phases
grants the required changes needed in the system’s total energy
level. In addition, the leg touchdown angle can modulate the interchange between kinetic and potential energy that is necessary
for locomotion speed regulation.
The control signal calculations substantially rely on the approximate analytical maps of the otherwise nonintegrable stance
dynamics. Although a number of approximations have been proposed for the SS dynamics, the DS analytical solutions remained
unsolved. In this paper, we also proposed a novel approximate
solution to this problem, by introducing an auxiliary system (ATSLIP) whose CoM trajectories roughly coincide with the original bipedal SLIP trajectories during DS. The prediction error of
the solution was analyzed via numerical simulations covering a
large range of initial conditions and system parameters. The approximate solution given in Algorithm 1 was used to generate an
active stable walking gait in situations in which the passive SLIP
fails.
The stability/robustness of the resulting controlled system
was analyzed numerically. The negative effect of approximations on the robustness of the controller was compensated
by subjecting the controllable touchdown angle to a certain
lower bound. In other words, the proposed approximations
are more effective for the human-like walking gaits (i.e., for
larger touchdown angles). For the deadbeat-form controllers,
we also expanded the existing results on the stability analysis by leveraging on the self-stability properties of the SLIP
model.
Concerning the control calculations, the presented method
utilizing the approximate analytical maps is substantially faster
than the methods based on numerical integrations. Our preliminary investigations revealed that it can be run online on a
real (higher-dimensional) robot to generate target (desired) dynamics that can be treated as guidelines for the real system, as
demonstrated in simulation. We are currently investigating control of a dynamic quadrupedal robot by embedding the proposed
controlled SLIP in its legs.
APPENDIX
DETAILS ON DERIVATIONS PRESENTED IN SECTIONS II AND III
A. Section II—Equations (2) and (3)
Denoting by θi the angle between the ith leg and the horizontal
plane, and by li the ith leg length (see Fig. 1), the following

Fl i (x, y) = k0 (l0 − li (x, y)),

for li ≤ l0 ,

(x − c2 )2 + y 2

i ∈ {1, 2}.

B. Section III-C1—Definition of Polar Coordinates (r, φ)
Polar coordinates represented by the pair (r, φ) are defined
with the following relationship to Cartesian coordinates (see
Fig. 4):
(x − c/2)2 + y 2
y
φ(x, y) = arctan
x − c/2
r(x, y) =

where φ(x, y) is measured from the horizontal, and the coordinates’ origin is at x = c/2, with c being the step length.
C. Section III-C1—Equation (15)
Referring to Fig. 4, the following expressions are given:


cos φ(x, y) − sin φ(x, y)
TAT (x, y) =
sin φ(x, y) cos φ(x, y)
Fr (x, y) = kr (lr 0 − r(x, y))


φ0 − φ(x, y)
.
Ft (x, y) = kt
r(x, y)
D. Section III-C1—Equations (22)
The following matrices are required to solve (22):
⎡
⎤
0
yeq − r(x, y)
⎢
⎥
A = TAT (x, y)⎣
φ0 − φ(x, y) ⎦
0
r(x, y)




Fl 1 (x, y)
mg
.
− TAT
B = TDS (x, y)
0
Fl 2 (x, y)
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